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April 24, 1992 
Mr. Dave Miller 
Boeing Helicopters 
P.O. Box 16858 
Philadelphia, PA 19142-0858 
MIS P32-31 
Dear Dave: 
Dr. J.V.R. Prasad 
School of Aerospace Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150 
Phone: ( 404) 894-3043 
Fax: (404) 894-2760 
E-Mail: jp23@prism.gatech.edu 
Enclosed, please find a copy of the write-up on elastic blade 
modeling part of the project report on 'Impact of Atmospheric 
Turbulence on CH-47D ·Helicopter Drive System Loads.' Also, I have 
enclosed a copy of our paper describfng the turbulence simulation 
method which formed the basis for the development of the computer 
program subroutine that was given to you previously as part of the 
project. I have enclosed a copy of that program as well. If you have 
any questions, please feel free to give me a call. 





Elastic Blade Modeling 
,l.M. Kaladi and J.V.R. Prasad 
School of Aerospace Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta,Ga-30332 
This report is based on work done on contract to Boeing Helicopter Co. 
and specifically relates to the development of the elastic blade model and the 
associated FORTRAN program delivered to Boeing Helicopters for adoption 
into theM 97 code. 
Background 
The current version of the M 97 code for helicopter flying qualities analysis 
incorporates a rigid beam model for the rotor blades. In order to alle~te the _ 
inaccuracies in the analysis brought on by the use of a rigid blade assumption, 
it is desired to introduce an elastic rotor blade modeling capability into the M 
97 program. To be compatible with the rest of the analysis, the elastic blade is 
also restricted to a linear model represented as a set of modes for bending and 
torsional displacements of a reference axis on the blade. The work represented in 
this report provides such mode shapes and a stiffness matrix for the generalized 
coordinates that correspond to these mode shapes based on the non-uniform 
geometric and material properties of the blades. 
This report covers broadly two aspects of the work done - the first deals 
with the theoretical basis and the second relates to the development of the 
FORTRAN code itself. 
Basic Theory 
As stated earlier, the model chosen for the rotor blade is restricted to a linear 
one. It should adequately represent the non-uniform geometric and material 
properties of the blade, and should take into account the various couplings 
between the elastic motions. As such, the rotor blade equations developed by 
Houbolt and Brooks [1] are selected as the basis for the current work. It is 
well known that the more sophisticat~ non-linear rotor blade theories produce 
equations of motion for the blade that simplify, when linearized, to the equations 
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used here. 
The definitions of the coordinate systems and the variables used to describe 
the motion of the blade are the same as in Ref 1. The blade deformations are 
described by the bending displacements t' and w, in and out of plane of rotor, 
respectively,and by </>, the rotation about the elastic axis. The positive sense of 
these displacements is as follows. t' is positive in the direction of rotation, ·w is 
positive upward and <I> (as well as the built-in twist) is positive when the leading 
edge is up. The resulting equations of motion are given by equations 22, 23 and 
24 of reference (1]. 
The basic steps involved in th.e analysis and the resulting computer program 
developed here are as follows: 
1. Create a finite element model for the non-uniform, non-rotating blade 
based on Houbolt and Brooks (1] equations. 
2. Carryout an eigen analysis of the resulting mass and stiffness matrices 
for the finite element model degrees of freedom to arrive at the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. 
3. Using the selected no. of modes (eigenvectors) from the finite element 
model, obtain the coupled mode shapes for the displacements of the elastic axis 
of the blade. 
4. Transform the mode shapes from those for the elastic axis to those for 
the preferred reference axis (e.g., pitch axis). 
5. Assemble the sti:frness matrix for the generalized coordinates correspond-
ing to the coupled mode shapes for the displacements of the reference axis. 
Each of these steps is described briefly in the following sections. 
The Finite Element Model 
The rotor blade is treated as a nonuniform, nonrotating beam cantilevered 
at its root. The beam is divided into a number of beam elements (chosen by 
the user) with five degrees of freedom at each node (end of the element). The 
degrees of freedom consist of, in order, lag bending ( v ), lag bending rotation 
(t11 ), flap bending (w), flap bending rotation (u") and torsion(¢) of the elastic 
a:ns. 
The usual polynomial shape functions are used to expand the displacements 
inside each of the finite elements. Thus, for bending displacements, the shape 
functions used are, 
HI = 1-3(2 +2(3 
B2 = e - 2e2 + e3 
H3 = 3(2 - 2(3 
B4 = -(2 +(3 (1) 
where, e is the local coordinate along the beam axis which runs from 0 to 1 
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from the inboard end to the outboard end of the element. Similarly, for torsional 
displacements, the two shape functions used, in terms of {, are 
Dl = = 1- { 
D2= = e (2) 
The elemental stiffness and mass matrices are then obtained based on the 
non-rotating, nonuniform blade equations derived from the Houbolt and Brooks 
equations of reference [1]. A Galerkin type procedure is used. Thus, we have, 
(3) 
Expanding v, U' and 4> in terms of the shape functions and for arbitrary 
variations in the degrees of freedom, we get, 
I P.,H. = 0, i = 1,4 (4) 
I PwBi =0, i = 1,4 (5) 
I P,;Di = 0, i = 1,2 (6) 
where P," Pv and P,; represent the lag, flap and torsion equation terms. For 
the case of nonrotating blades, these are given by, 
Pt. = { (EI1sin2/3 + El2cos2/3) v" + (EI2 - Elt) sinf3cos(3w"- EB2f3' (,{J'cos,B}" +m ( v- eJsinB) 
(7) 
Pw = { ( EI1 cos2 {3 + EI2 sin2{3) w" + ( EI2 - Ell) sin{3cos{3v" - EB2{3' 41' sin/3} "+m ( v - e(/,sin/3) 
(8) 
P,p =- { [GJ + EBt(8') 2 ] ¢'- EB28' (t'" cos8 + w"sin8)}' +mk~~-me(vsin8-wcos8) 
(9) 
The equations of motion can formally be written in terms of the vector of 
degrees of freedom at the two ends of the element as 






The elements of [M] and [K} matrices are obtained from equations ( 4 to 
6) above. 
Having obtained the elemental mass and stiffness matrices the global stiffness 
matrices can be assembled. Then, applying the cantilever boundary conditions 
at the inboard node of the first element, which corresponds to the root of the 
flexible blade, the reduced mass and stiffness matrices for the finite element 
model are derived. 
An eigen analysis of the reduced system of equations produces the eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors for this model. Knowing the shape functions inside each 
element and these eigenvectors, the mode shapes (assumed) for the next stage 
of the analysis are determined. The number of modes to be used is to be de-
cided based on the eigenvalues obtained from the above analysis and the forcing 
frequencies of interest in the final model. 
Assumed modes for the rotating blades 
Each of the eigenvectors obtained above represents a coupled displacement 
shape in the flap, lag and torsion directions at the nodal points of the finite 
element model. Once the number of eigenvectors to be used is decided, the 
coupled motion of the blade elastic axis can be written as 
(14) 
The coupled motion represented in the above equation can be thought of as 
composed of a combination of motions in the flap, lag· and torsion directions with 
corresponding deflection (mode) shapes Wvi, V'11i and tPpi, respectively. These 
can be obtained from the eigenvectors and the shape functions used in the finite 
element model. The functional forms for these mode shapes are defined in a 
piecewise fashion within each element. Thus, for instance, for z within the j th 
element, tPvi is given by 
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'¢vi(z) = 4-(s;-e)iHt(e(z)) + 4-(sj-s),H2(e(z)) + ~(s;-4)iHs(e(z)) + ~(s;-s)iH4(e(z)) (15) 
for j #= 1. For z within the first element (i = 1), this reduces to 
(16) 
In the above equations, [ ~] is the modal matrix whose columns are the eigenvec-
tors of the finite element model. These equations can be understood by noting 
that there are five degrees of freedom at each node, with the first two corre-
sponding to the lag defiection and slope at the node and that for the cantilever 
boundary condition that is imposed here at the blade root, the first five rows of 
the modal matrix represent the degrees of freedom at the second node. Similar 
relations for flap and torsional mode shapes for the elastic axis of the blade can 
be obtained in the same fashion. 
The mode shaP.eS for the elastic axis so obtained can be transformed to mode 
shapes for the reference axis (pitch axis) by assuming that the blade cross sec-
tions remain rigid and using small angle assumptions. Thus the displacements 
and rotations of the reference axis can be expanded in terms of these mode 
shapes and the same generalized coordinates, qi as in equation ( 14) above. 
StifFness matrix for the rotating elastic blade 
The next step in the analysis is to develop the stiffness matrix for the 
rotating elastic blade that multiplies the vector of generalized coordinates, 
q = {ql, q2, .. qi, .• qN }T defined in equation ( 14 ). The procedure that is fol-
lowed is very similar to the one used in deriving the stiffness matrix for the 
elemental stiffness matrix in the finite element formulation described earlier. 
We now start with the original blade equations in reference 1 which includes 
the effect of blade rotation and the root pitch angle and apply the same Galer kin 
procedure with the assumed mode shapes for flap, lag and torsion being tPwtt 
1/Jvi and 1/J,n respectively, in place of the shape functions, Hi and Di· Since 
these are just assumed mode shapes as far as the rotating blade equations are 
concerned, though they are based on the eigenvectors of the finite element model 
obtained starting with the nonrotating blade equations, the stiffness matrix so 
obtained will, in general, not be a diagonal matrix. It will also be parametrically 
dependent on the root pitch angle as well as the rotor rpm. 
The FORTRAN program implementation 
The code that is used in carrying out the procedure outlined in the previ-
ous sections is reproduced in Appendix A. Though the code contains extensive 
comment statements, a few remarks on the overall structure of the code is in 
order. 
The interface between the elastic blade model and the M 97 code is essentially 
through the two subroutines ELASBL and STIFFM. The code :reproduced in 
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Appendix A includes a main driver program that illustrates the interfacing 
mechanism. The subroutine ELASBL creates the finite element model based on 
the input blade geometric and structural properties and provides the natural 
frequencies and the mode shapes as outpu.t. The number of mode shapes that 
are printed out and the number of locations at which the tabulated mode shape 
is output is chosen by the user program. Subsequently, the subroutine STIFFM 
can be called with the rotor rpm and root ·pitch angle as input parameters 
to obtain the stiffness matrix contribution from the elastic blade and which 
multiplies the vector of generalized coordinates for the blade elastic de:ftection 
modes. 
In addition to these two main subroutines, the user program can also access 
the function subprograms PSI and PSIEA to obtain the mode shape function 
values as well as their derivatives at a given location. In this case, the input 
-parameter, NOPT, is used to choose between flap, lag and torsion, while the 
parameter, NORDER, is used to specify the degree of the derivative desired. 
The mode number is specified by the parameter, MODENO. The function PSI 
is for the de:ftections of the elastic axis, while PSIEA is the corresponding one for 
the reference axis (pitch axis). The code uses the IMSL subroutine DGVCSP 
to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the finite element model. Any 
other equivalent subroutine can be substituted in its place. 
A sample input file is shown in Appendix B. Dummy input lines which are 
skipped by the program are included in the data file to provide information to 
easily identify the data being input. The input parameter, NEL, defines the 
number of elements into which the blade is to be divided in the finite element 
model. The sample value of 5 shown will be adequate in most cases. This 
is followed by the input for the locations of the element boundaries (nodes). 
Following this is the set of data defining the mass, stiffness and the offset dis-
tributions along the length of the blade. The properties are assumed to be 
about the reference axis (pitch axis) and are converted to the appropriate axes 
internally in the program. 
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program main 
parameter(ndf•5, mxnd• 15) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd) ,nnod 
common /fem6/ eval (ndf*mxnd), evec(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd) 
double precision eval, evec 
parameter(ldstif•2) 
rea 1 s t i f m ( 1 d s t i f , 1 d s t i f) 
parameter(mxmod= 20, mmod•lO) 






Compute the elastic blade frequencies and mode shapes (non-rotating) 
Store the mode shapes in blmode 
nmodes= no of modes to use for the stiffness matrix 
nxmod= no. of x locations to store mode shapes 
xmod =array to store the x-locations for mode shape definition 
call elasbl (nmodes,nxmod,xmod) 
do 50 modeno• 1,nmodes 
write(*, 1 (a, i 2) ') 1 Mode 1 , modeno 
write(*, • (a)') 1 x (ft) lag flap torsion 1 
do 50 ix• 1,nxmod 
write(*, 1 (4(1x,e10.4))') xmod(ix), (blmode(ix, nopt, modeno), 
& nopt•1, 3) 
continue 
;o cent i nue 
tO • root pitch angle (degrees) 
rpm • rotor rpm 
stifm • matrix storing the stiffness matrix for the modal coordinates. 
ldstif• leading dimension of stifm 
tO• 0.0 
rpm• 0.0 
call stiffm (tO, rpm, stifm, ldstif, nmodes) 
write(*, 1 (/a) 1 ) 'stiffness matrix:' 
wr i te ( fmt 1 (1 : 1) , 1 (a) 1 ) • ( 1 
write (fmt 1 (2: 3) , • (i 2) 1 ) nmodes 
write(fmtl (4: 14), 1 (a)') 1 (1x,e10.4)) • 
do 61 i•l,nmodes 
61 write(*, fmt 1) (st i fm (i ,j) , j•l, nmodes) 
stop 
end 
subroutine elasbl (nmodes,nxmod,xmod) 
rea 1 xmod (*) 
parameter(ndf•5, mxnd• 15) 
common /fem2/ st(2*ndf,2*ndf) 
common /fem3/ ms(2*ndf,2*ndf) 
real ms 
common./fem4/ el (mxnd-1) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd) ,nnod 
common /fem6/ eval (ndf*mxnd), evec(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd) 
double precision eval, evec 
integer nbc(ndf*mxnd), nod(mxnd-1,2), kn(2) 
real asst(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd), asms(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd) 
double precision rdst(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd), rdms(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd) 
parameter(mxmod• 20, mmod•lO) 
common /elblmd/ blmode(mxmod,3,mmod) 
real blmode 
COMMON /WORKSP/ RWKSP 
REAL RWKSP(30118) 
character dumc*1 
This call is to allocate enough workspace for the IMSL routine DGVCSP 
CALL I WK IN (30 118) 
Read the data for the finite element model. 
read (*, 1 (a) 1 ) dumc 
read (*, *) ne 1 
nnod= ne1+1 
read(*, ' (a) ') dumc 
do 20 i=1,nnod 
20 read (*, *) i dum, xnod ( i) 
nb• 5 
do 5 i•l,nb 




do 10 i•1, ndfs 
do 10 j•l, ndfs 
asst (i ,j) = 0.0 
asms ( i , j) = 0 • 0 
continue 
!0 continue 
do 15 i •1 , ne 1 
nod ( i, 1) • i 
nod (i ,2) • i+1 
15 continue 
do 25 iel• 1,ne1 
25 e1 (ie1) • abs ( xnod (nod (i el ,2)) - xnod (nod (i el, 1 ) ) ) 
Read-in the blade distributed properties. 
ca 11 b 1 d i np 
do 30 iel= 1,ne1 
Set up the element stiffness and mass matrices. 
ca 11 e 1 s tm ( i e 1 ) 
ca 11 e 1 msm ( i e 1) 
Assemble the global stiffness and mass matrices 
kn ( 1) • nod (i e 1 , 1) 
kn(2)• nod(ie1,2) 
ip• 0 
do 40 i 1 =1, 2 
do 40 i2= 1,ndf 
i 12= (kn (i 1) -1) *ndf + i 2 
i p• i p+1 
jp• 0 
do 40 i 3=1, 2 
do 40 i4=l,ndf 
i34• (kn(i3)-l)*ndf + i4 
jp• jp+1 
asst(i12, i34)= asst(i12, i34) + st(ip, jp) 




+0 cent i nue 
30 cent i nue 
~pply boundary conditions and find the reduced stiffness and mass matrices. 
ldim= ndf*mxnd 
call bcst(rdms, ldim,asms, ldim,nrdf,ndfs,nb,nbc) 
call bcst(rdst, ldim,asst, ldim,nrdf,ndfs,nb,nbc) 
~se IMSL routine to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
ldim= ndf*mxnd 
41 
call dgvcsp(nrdf,rdst, ldim,rdms, ldim,eval,evec, ldim) 
do41 i=l,nrdf 
w r i t e ( 'lc , 1 (a , i 2 , a , f 2 0 • 4) 1 ) 1 Mode 
nopt = 1 for lead-lag 
nopt • 2 for flap 
nopt = 3 for torsion 
do 50 modena= 1, nmodes 
do 50 nopt= 1, 3 
I • I 
' I ' 
Frequency= ' , sqr t (eva 1 ( i)) 
dx• (xnod(nnod) - xnod(l))/(nxmod- 1) 
do 50 ix• l,nxmod 
xmod(ix)• xnod(nnod) - (ix -l)*dx 
if ( i x • eq. 1) xmod ( i x) • xnod (nnod) 
if ( i x • eq. nxmod) xmod ( i x) • xnod ( 1) 




Calculate and store the stiffness matrix for the blade generalized 
coordinates. 
call setcsO( nmodes 
return 
end 
subroutine stiffm ( pitch, rpm, stifm, ldstif, nmode ) 
rea 1 s t i f m ( 1 d s t i f , *) 
This subroutine evaluates the elements of the stiffness matrix for 
the blade generalized coordinates. 
parameter(nii•4, njj• 4, mxmode• 5) 
common /fem9/ cosinO(O:ni i,O:rijj,mxmode*mxmode) 




ctO = cos (tO) 
stO= sin (tO) 
do 10 i= l,nmode 
do 10 j= l,nmode 
Find ij, the 3rd index of casinO to use for the (i,j)th element of stiffness 
ma'trix. The 3rd index is 1 for (i,j)• (1,1), is 2 for (i,j)• (2,1) etc., upto 
nmode*nmode for the last (i ,j)• (nmode,nmode). 
ij • (j - 1 ) * nmode + i 
sumcos= 0.0 
do 20 j j = nj j , 1 , -1 
sumsin• 0.0 
do 30 i i • n i i , 1 , - 1 
sumsin= stO * ( cosinO(ii, jj, ij) + sumsin 
0 continue 
sumcos= ctO * ( ( cosinO(O, jj, ij) + sumsin) + sumcos) 
0 continue 





subroutine setcsO( nmode) 
This subroutine sets up the 3 dimensional array cosinO(i i,jj,ij). 
The element cosinO(ii,jj,ij) multiplies the (cos(tO)**jj)*(sin(tO)**ii) 
term of the stiffness matrix element stifm(i,j). The 3rd index, ij, of 
cos i nO to use for the (i ,j) th e 1 ement of the stiffness matrix is 1 for 
(i ,j)= (1, 1), is 2 for (i ,j)• (2, 1) etc., upto nmode*nmode for 
the last (i ,j)= (nmode,nmode). 
parameter(ndf•5, mxnd• 15) 
parameter(nii•4, njj• 4, mxmode• 5) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd) ,nnod 
common /femB/ i,j,ii ,jj 
common /fem9/ cosinO(O:nii,O:njj,mxmode*mxmode) 
externa 1 ctOs.tO 
do 10 i=1,nmode 
do 10 j• l,nmode 
i j • (j - 1) *nmode + 
do 1 0 j j • 0 , nj j 
do 1 0 i i • 0 , n i i 
call i ntegr (ctOstO, xnod (1), xnod (nnod), 







real function ctOstO(x) 
imp1 ici t logical (a-z) 
common /femB/ i,j,ii,jj 
common /bldat4/ omega, tO 
This function returns the coeffici~nts of ((cos(tO))**jj) ((sin(tO))**i i) 
in the integrand for the stiffness matrix element, (i, j). 
tO is the root pitch angle. 




real x, GJx,T,errabs,errel,omega,kax,ex,tO,xnod,ctw,stw 
real EB1x,EB2x,twpx,ea,Eilx,EI2x 
real GJ,psi,Tprime,ka,EBl,EB2,EI l,EI2,twp,eelas,ecent 
par·ameter (ndf•5, mxnd= 15) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd) ,nnod 
external Tprime 
GJx= GJ (x) 
E I 1 x= E l 1 (x) 
E I 2x= E 12 (x) 
EB 1 x• EB 1 (x) 
EB2x= EB2 (x) 
kax= ka (x) 
ex• ee 1 as (x) 
ea= ex - ecent(x) 
twpx= twp (x) 
ctw= cos( tw(x) ) 
stw= sin( tw(x) ) 
ps pi= ps i (x, i , 0, 3) 
pspj= psi (x,j, 0, 3) 
ps pi p= ps i (x, i , 1 , 3) 
ps pj p= ps i (x , j , 1 , 3) 
pspidp= psi (x, i, 2, 3) 
pspjdp= psi(x,j, 2, 3) 
psv i p• ps i (x, i , 1 , 1) 
psvjp= psi (x,j, 1, 1) 
p s v i d p= ps i ( x , i , 2 , 1) 
p s v j d p= ps i ( x , j , 2 , 1) 
psw i p= psi (x, i , 1 , 2) 
pswjp• psi (x,j, 1, 2) 
pswidp= psi (x, i, 2, 2) 
pswjdp= psi(x,j, 2, 2) 
Use the.copy of integr (integ2) to avoid recursion 
call integ2(Tprime, x, xnod(nnod), T) 
i f ( j j • eq • 0 ) then 
i f ( i i • eq • 0 ) then 
ctOstO• GJx*pspip*pspjp + T*kax**2*pspip*pspjp + 
& T*psvip*psvjp +EB1x*pspip*pspjp*twpx**2 
else if ( i i .eq. 1 ) then 
ctOstO• T*ctw*ea*pspi*psvjdp + T*ea*pspj*pswidp*stw + 
& T*ea*pspi*pswjdp*stw - EB2x*ctw*pspjp*pswidp*twpx -
& EB2x*ctw*pspip*pswjdp*twpx + EB2x*pspjp*psvidp*stw*twpx + 
& EB2x*pspip*psvjdp*stw*twpx 
e 1 se if ( i i • eq. 2 ) then 
ctOstO= EJ2x*ctw**2*pswidp*pswjdp + E11x*ctw*psvjdp* 
& pswidp*stw- El2x*ctw*psvjdp*pswidp*stw + El1x*ctw* 
& psvidp*pswjdp*stw - EJ2x*ctw*psvidp*pswjdp*stw + 
& T*ex*ea*pspidp*pspj*stw**2 + T*ex*ea*pspi*pspjdp*stw**2 + 
& Ellx*pswidp*pswjdp*stw**2- EB2x*ctw*ex*pspip*pspjdp* 
& stw*twpx - EB2x*ctw*ex*pspidp*pspjp*stw*twpx 
e 1 se i f ( i i • eq. 3 ) then 
ctOstO• El1x*T*ctw**3*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp + 
& El2x*ctw**2*ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw + El2x*ctw**2*ex*pspidp* 
& pswjdp*stw + El1x*ctw*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw**2-
& El2x*ctw*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw**2 + El1x*ctw*ex*pspidp* 
& psvjdp*stw**2 - El2x*ctw*ex*pspidp*psvjdp*stw**2 + 
& El2x*T*ctw*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw**2 + 
& El1x*ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw**3 + El1x*ex*pspidp*pswjdp* 
& stw**3 
e 1 se if ( i i • eq. 4 ) then 
ctOstO= El2x*ctw**2*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**2 + 
& El 1x*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**4 
end if 
e 1 se if ( j j • eq. 1 ) then 
i f ( i i • eq • 0 ) then 
ctOstO= -(T*ctw*ea*pspj*pswidp) - T*ctw*ea*pspi*pswjdp + 
& T*ea*pspi*psvjdp*stw - EB2x*ctw*pspjp*psvidp*twpx -
& EB2x*ctw*pspip*psvjdp*twpx - EB2x*pspjp*pswidp*stw*twpx -
& EB2x*pspip*pswjdp*stw*twpx 
else if ( ii .eq. l) then 
ctOstO= -(Eilx*ctw**2*psvjdp*pswidp) + El2x*ctw**2*psvjdp* 
& pswidp- Ellx*ctw**2*psvidp*pswjdp + E12x*ctw**2*psvidp* 
& pswjdp - 2*T*ctw*ex*ea*pspidp*pspj*stw -2*T*ctw*ex*ea*pspi* 
& pspjdp*stw -2*Eilx*ctw*pswidp*pswjdp*stw+2*EI2x*ctw*pswidp* 
& pswjdp*stw + Ellx*psvjdp*pswidp*stw**2- El2x*psvjdp* 
& pswidp*stw**2 + Ellx*psvidp*pswjdp*stw**2- E12x*psvidp* 
& pswjdp*stw**2 + EB2x*ctw**2*ex*pspip*pspjdp*twpx + 
& EB2x*ctw**2*ex*pspidp*pspjp*twpx - EB2x*ex*pspip*pspjdp* 
& stw**2*twpx - EB2x*ex*pspidp*pspjp*stw**2*twpx 
e 1 s e i f ( i i • eq • 2 ) then 
ctOstO= -(EI2x*ctw**3*ex*pspjdp*pswidp) - El2x*ctw**3*ex* 
& pspidp*pswjdp - 2*EI lx*ctw**2*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw + 
& 2*El2x*ctw**2*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw- 2*Eilx*ctw**2* 
& ex*pspidp*psvjdp*stw + 2*EI2x*ctw**2*ex*pspidp*psvjdp*stw + 
& 3*EI lx*T*ctw**2*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw- 2*EI2x*T* 
& ctw**2*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw- 3*Eilx*ctw*ex*pspjdp* 
& pswidp*stw**2 + 2*El2x*ctw*ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw**2 -
& 3*Eilx*ctw*ex*pspidp*pswjdp*stw**2 
ctOstO= ctOstO + 2*EI2x*ctw*ex*pspidp*pswjdp*stw**2 + 
& El 1x*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw**3 - El2x*ex*pspjdp*psvidp* 
& stw**3 + El lx*ex*pspidp*psvjdp*stw**3 - El2x*ex*pspidp* 
& psvjdp*stw**3 + El2x*T*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw**3 
e l s e i f ( i i • eq • 3 ) then 
ctOstO= -2*EI2x*ctw**3*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw -
& 4*EI 1x*ctw*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**3 + 
& 2*EI2x*ctw*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**3 
end if 
else if ( jj .eq. 2 ) then 
i f ( i i . eq. 0 } then 
ctOstO= T*ctw**2*ex*ea*pspidp*pspj + T*ctw**2*ex*ea*pspi* 
& pspjdp + El 1x*ctw**2*pswidp*pswjdp- Ellx*ctw*psvjdp* 
& pswidp*stw + El2x*ctw*psvjdp*pswidp*stw- Ellx*ctw* 
& psvidp*pswjdp*stw + El2x*ctw*psvidp*pswjdp*stw + El2x*pswidp* 
& pswjdp*stw**2 + EB2x*ctw*ex*pspip*pspjdp*stw*twpx + 
& EB2x*ctw*ex*pspidp*pspjp*stw*twpx 
else if ( i i . eq. 1 ) then 
ctOstO= Ellx*ctw**3*ex*pspjdp*psvidp- El2x*ctw**3*ex*pspjdp* 
& psvidp + Ellx*ctw**3*ex*pspidp*psvjdp- E12x*ctw**3*ex* 
& pspidp*psvjdp + El2x*T*ctw**3*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp + 
& 3*Eilx*ctw**2*ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw- 2*E12x*ctw**2* 
& ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw + 3*Eilx*ctw**2*ex*pspidp*pswjdp*stw-
& 2*E12x*ctw**2*ex*pspidp*pswjdp*stw- 2*Ellx*ctw*ex* 
& pspjdp*psvidp*stw**2 
ctOstO= ctOstO + 2*EI2x*ctw*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw**2 -
& 2*Eilx*ctw*ex*pspidp*psvjdp*stw**2 + 2*EI2x*ctw*ex*pspidp* 
& psvjdp*stw**2 + 3*Eilx*T*ctw*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp* 
& stw**2 - 2*EI2x*T*ctw*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw**2 + 
& El2x*ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw**3 + El2x*ex*pspidp*pswjdp*stw**3 
else if ( i i . eq. 2 ) then 
ctOstO• El2x*ctw**4*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp + 
& 6*Eilx*ctw**2*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**2-
& 4*EI2x*ctw**2*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**2 + 
& El2x*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**~ 
end if 
e l s e i f ( j j • eq • 3 ) then 
if ( i i • eq. 0 } then 
ctOstO= -(Eilx*ctw**3*ex*pspjdp*pswidp) - Ellx*ctw**3*ex* 
& pspidp*pswjdp + Ellx*ctw**2*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw-
& El2x*ctw**2*ex*pspjdp*psvidp*stw + Ellx*ctw**2*ex* 
& pspidp*psvjdp*stw- El2x*ctw**2*ex*pspidp*psvjdp*stw + 
& El2x*T*ctw**2*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw-
& El2x*ctw*ex*pspjdp*pswidp*stw**2 - El2x*ctw*ex*pspidp* 
& pswjdp*stw**2 + Ellx*T*ea*pspj*psvidp*psvjdp*stw**3 
else if ( i i .eq. 1 ) then 




else if ( jj .eq. 4 ) then 
if ( ii .eq. 0) ctOstO= Ellx*ctw**4*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp + 
& El2x*ctw**2*ex**2*pspidp*pspjdp*stw**2 
else 




real function Tprime (x) 
common /bldat4/ omega, tO 
real m 





common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,neb1,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 







xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) & 
real m 
read(*, ' (a) •) dumc 
read(tc,*) nm, (xm(i), md(i), i=l,nm) 
read(*, • (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) nmkmsq, (xmkmsq(i), mkmsqd(i), i•l,nmkmsq 
read{*, 1 (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) neil, (xeil(i), eild(i), i•l,neil) 
read(*, ' (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) nei2, (xei2(i), ei2d(i), i=l,nei2) 
read (*, 1 (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) ngj, (xgj (i), gjd (i), i•l ,ngj) 
read(*, ' (a) 1 ) dumc 
read (f:,*) nebl, (xebl (i), ebld (i), i=l ,nebl) 
read (*, 1 (a) •) dumc 
read (*, *) neb2, (xeb2 (i) , eb2d ( i) I i •1 , neb2) 
read (*, 1 (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) necg, (xecg(i), ecgd(i), i•1,necg) 
read (,.c, • (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) neelas, (xeelas(i), eelasd(i), i•1,neelas) 
read (*, 1 (a) •) dumc 
read (*, *) necent, (xecent ( i) I ecentd ( i) , i •1 , necent) 
read(*, 1 (a) ') dumc 
read(*,*) ntwist, (xtwist(i), twistd(i), i•l,ntwist) 
read (*, 1 (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) nka, (xka (i), kad (i), i=l ,nka) 
read (*, 1 (a) •) dumc 
read(*,*) nea, (xea (i), ead (i), i=l ,nea) 
read (*, 1 (a) 1 ) dumc 
read(*,*) nga, (xga (i), gad (i), i=l ,nga) 
degrad • 4.*atan(1.0)/180.0 
do 5 i = 1 , ntw is t 
twistd(i)= twistd(i)*degrad 
If the properties mkmsq and ei2 are about reference axis and 
not about the elastic axis or centroid axis as needed, then 
transform. 
do 10 i•l,nmkmsq 
xx= xmkmsq ( i) 
mkmsqd(i) • mkmsqd(i) + m(xx) * (e(xx)**2 - ecg(xx)**2) 
0 continue 
do 20 i •1, ne i 2 
xx= xei 2 (i) 
ei2d(i) • ei2d(i) - ea(xx) * ecent(xx)**2 
~0 continue 
do 30 i •1 , ngj 
xx• xgj (i) 
gjd(i) = gjd(i) - ga(xx) * ecent(xx) **2 
~0 continue 
do 40 i•l,nka 
xx• xka ( i) 




subroutine elstm (ielm) 
This uses direct numerical integration of the distributed properties. 
parameter ( ndf=5, mxnd= 15) 
common /fem2/ st(2*ndf, 2*ndf) 
common /fem4/ el (mxnd-1) 




Initialize stiffness matrix to zero. 
do 1 i • 1, 2*ndf 
do 1 j• 1,2*ndf 
st (i ,j) • 0.0 
continue 
continue 
elqub• (el (ielm)**3) 
e 1 sq• (e 1 ( i e 1m) **2) 
do 10 i= 1, 2*ndf 
do 10 j• i, 2*ndf 
call integr (stintg, 0.0, 1.0, result) 
if ( i . eq. 5 • or. i . eq. 10 ) then 
if ( j • eq. 5 • or. j • eq. 10 ) then 













do 20 i• 1, 2*ndf 
do 20 j= i+l, 2*ndf 
st(j,i) • st(i,j) 
continue 
~o cent i nue 
return 
end 
subroutine bcst{rst,ldrst,asst, ldasst,nrdf,ndfs,nb,nbc) 
Apply the boundary conditions on asst and return the reduced matrix rst. 
real asst(ldasst,*) 
double precision rst(ldrst,*) 
integer nbc (*) 
ik•O 
do 301 i•1 ,nrdf 
do 30 1 j •1 , nrdf 
r s t ( i , j) •OdO 
continue 
~0 1 cent i nue 
do 302 i•1,ndfs 
do 30 3 i i •1 , nb 
if(i .eq.nbc(i i)) go to 302 
~03 cent i nue 
ik=ik+1 
jk•O 
• do 304 j=1, ndfs 
do 305 i i=l,nb 
i f (j . eq. nbc ( i i) ) go to 304 
~05 continue 
jk•jk+l 
rst (i k,jk) •asst (i ,j) 




real function stintg ( xsi ) 
This function evaluates the integrand for the stiffness matrix in the 
finite element formulation. 
parameter(ndf•5, mxnd• 15) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd) ,nnod 
common /fem7/ i,j,iel 
x == xnod(iel) + xsi*( xnod(iel+l) - xnod(iel) 
i f ( i • eq • 1 • or . i . eq • 2 ) then 
if ( j • eq. 1 • or. j • eq. 2 ) then 
stintg= pv(l,x)* bend(j, xsi, 2)*bend(i, xsi, 2) 
else if ( j .eq. 3 .or. j .eq. 4 ) then 
stintg= pv(2,x)* bend(j-2, xsi, 2)*bend(i, xsi, 2) 
else if ( j .eq. 5 ) then 
stintg• pv(3,x)* tors(j-4, xsi, l)*bend(i, xsi, 2) 
else if ( j .eq. 6 .or. j .eq. 7 ) then 
s t i n tg• pv ( 1 , x) * bend (j -3, xs i , 2) *bend ( i , xs i , 2) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 8 .or. j • eq. 9 ) then 
stintg• pv(2,x)* bend(j-5, xsi, 2)*bend(i, xsi, 2) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 10 ) then 
stintg• pv(3,x)* tors(j-8, xsi, l)*bend(i, xsi, 2) 
end if 
e 1 s e i f ( i • eq • 3 • or • i • eq • 4 ) then 
i f ( j • eq. 3 • or. j . eq. 4 ) then 
st i-ntg• pw (2, x) * bend (j -2, xs i, 2) *bend ( i -2, 
else if ( j .eq. 5 ) then 
stintg• pw(3,x)* tors(j-4, xsi, l)*bend(i-2, 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 6 • or. j • eq. 7 ) then 
stintg• pw(l,x)* bend(j-3, xsi, 2)*bend(i-2, 
e 1 se i f ( j • eq • 8 • or • j • eq. 9 ) then 
stintg• pw(2,x)* bend(j-5, xsi, 2)*bend(i-2, 
else if ( j .eq. 10 ) then 
stintg• pw(3,x)* tors(j-8, xsi, l)*bend(i-2, 
end if 
e 1 se i f ( i . eq . 5. ) then 











stintg• pp(3,x)* tors(j-4, xsi, l)*bend(i-4, xsi, 2) 
else if ( j .eq. 6 .or. j .eq. 7 ) then 
stintg• pp(l,x)* bend(j-3, xsi, 2)*bend(i-4, xsi, 2) 
else if ( j .eq. 8 .or. j .eq. 9 ) then 
stintg• pp(2,x)* bend(j-5, xsi, 2)*bend(i-4, xsi, 2) 
else ·if ( j .eq. 10 ) then 
stintg• pp(3,x)* tors(j-8, xsi, l)*bend(i-4, xsi, 2) 
end if 
e 1 se if ( i • eq. 6 • or. i • eq. 7 ) then 
if ( j .eq. 6 .or. j .eq. 7 ) then 
stintg• pv(l,x)* bend(j-3, xsi, 2)*bend(i-3, xsi, 2) 
else if ( j .eq. 8 .or. j .eq. 9) then 
stintg• pv(2,x)* bend(j-5, xsi, 2)*bend(i-3, xsi, 2) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 10 ) then 
s t i n tg== pv (3, x) * tors (j -8, xs i , 1) *bend ( i -3, xs i , 2) 
end if 
e 1 se if ( i . eq. 8 . or. i • eq. 9 ) then 
if ( j • eq. 8 • or. j • eq. 9 ) then 
stintg• pw(2,x)* bend(j-5, xsi, 2)*bend(i-5, xsi, 2) 
e 1 se i f ( j • eq • 1 0 ) then 
stintg= pw(3,x)* tors(j-8, xsi, l)*bend(i-5, xsi, 2) 
end if 
else 
i f ( i . eq • 1 0 ) } 
i f ( j . eq • 1 0 ) 




real function psi (x, modeno, norder, nopt) 
·his returns the mode shape for the reference axis. 
topt= 1 1 ag (v) 
lOpt= 2 f 1 ap (w) 
lopt= 3 torsion (phi) 
common /b1dat4/ omega, tO 
if ( nopt .eq. 1 .or. nopt .eq. 3) then 
psi • psiea(x, modeno, norder, nopt) 
e1se if( nopt .eq. 2) then 
psi = psiea(x, modeno, norder, nopt) - eelas(x)* 
& psiea(x, modeno, norder, 3)*cos(tw(x)+ tO) 
else 





real function psiea(x, modeno, norder, nopt) 
This returns the mode shape for the elastic axis. 
nopt= 1 1 ag (v) 
nopt= 2 flap (w) 
nopt• 3 torsion (phi) 
parameter (ndf• 5, mxnd• 15) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd) ,nnod 
common /fem6/ eval (ndf*mxnd), evec(ndf*mxnd,ndf*mxnd) 
double precision eva1, evec 
call locatx( x, xnod, nnod, ilow) 
xl• xnod(ilow+1) - xnod(ilow) 
xsi• (x- xnod(ilow))/ xl 
if ( nopt .eq. 1) ivec• ndf* (i low-2) + 1 
if( nopt .eq. 2) ivec• ndf*(ilow-2) + 3 
if (nopt • eq. 3) then 
ivec• ndf*(ilow-2) + 5 
i f ( i 1 ow • eq • 1 ) then 
psiea• tors(2, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+5, modeno) 
else 
psiea= tors(l, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec, modeno) + 
& tors(2, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+5, modeno) 
end if 
e 1 se if ( nopt • eq. 1 • or. nopt • eq. 2) then 
i f ( i 1 ow • eq • 1 ) then 
psiea= bend(3, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+5, modeno) + 
& bend(4, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+6, modeno) 
else 
psiea= bend(l, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec, modeno) + 
, & bend(2, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+l, modeno) + 
& bend(3, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+5, modeno) + 
& bend(4, xsi, norder)*evec(ivec+6, modeno) 
end if 
else 






real function pv(i, x) 
This evaluates the terms of the v (lag) equation. 
= 1 for the v11 term 
= 2 for the w" term 
= 3 for the phi' term 
x is the dimensional length (ft) along the blade • 
if ( 
& 
• eq. pv • E I 1 (x) * (s i n ( tw (x) ) ) **2 + 
E I 2 (x) * (cos ( tw (x) ) ) **2 
if ( 
if ( 
.eq. 2) pv • (EI2(x)-Eil (x))*sin(tw(x))*cos(tw(x)) 
.eq. 3) pv • -EB2(x)*twp(x)*cos(tw(x)) 
return 
end 
real function pw(i, x) 
This evaluates the terms of the w (flap) equation. 
i • 1 for the v11 term 
i • 2 for the w" term 
i • 3 for the phi' term 
x is the dimensional length (ft) along the blade. 
if • eq. 1 ) pw • (E I 2 (x) -E I 1 (x)) *sin ( tw (x)) *cos ( tw (x)) 
if .eq. 2) pw • El2(x)*(sin(tw(x)))**2 + 
& E I 1 (x) *(cos ( tw (x))) **2 
if .eq. 3) pw • -EB2(x)*twp(x)*sin(tw(x)) 
return 
end 
real function pp(i, x) 
This evaluates the terms of the phi (torsion) equation. 
i • 1 for the v11 term 
i • 2 for the w11 term 
i • 3 for the phi' term 
x is the dimensional length (ft) along the blade. 
if ( i . eq. 1 ) pp • -EB2 (x) *twp (x) *cos ( tw (x)) 
if ( i .eq. 2) pp • -EB2(x)*twp(x)'*sin(tw(x)) 
if ( i .eq. 3) pp • GJ(x) + EBl (x)*(twp(x))**2 
return 
end 
subroutine elmsm (ielm) 
This uses direct numerical integration of the distributed properties. 
parameter ( ndf•5, mxnd= 15) 
common /fem3/ ms(2*ndf, 2*ndf) 
real ms 
common /fem4/ el (mxnd-1) 





Initialize mass matrix to zero. 
& 
do 1 i= 1 ,2*ndf 
do 1 j• 1,2*ndf 
ms{i ,j) = 0.0 
continue 
continue 
do 10 i= 1, 2*ndf 
do 10 j= i, 2*ndf 
avoid = .FALSE. 
if ( i • eq. 1 .or • 
avoid • (j • eq. 3 
j .eq. 9) 
else if i • eq. 3 
avoid • ( j . eq . 
else if i • eq. 6 
avoid - ( j • eq. end if 
· i f ( • not • avo i d ) 
.eq. 2) then 
• or. j • eq. 4 
• or • i .eq . 4) 
6 • or . j .eq . 
• or • i .eq • 7) 
8 • or • j .eq • 





& call integr(msintg, 0.0, 1.0, ms(i,j) ) 
· ms ( i , j) • ms ( i , j) *e 1 ( i e 1) 
continue 
) continue 
do 20 i= 1, 2*ndf 
do 20 j• i+l, 2*ndf 





real function msintg ( xsi ) 
8 .or • 
rhis function evaluates the integrand for the mass matrix in the 
finite element formulation. 
imp 1 i cit. 1 og i ca 1 (a-z) 
real m, mkmsq 
real x, xnod,xsi,bend,tors,sin,cos,e,tw 
integer i,j,iel,mxnd,ndf,nnod 
parameter{ndf=5, mxnd= 15) 
common /fem5/ xnod(mxnd} ,nnod 
common /fem7/ i,j,iel 
x = xnod{iel) + xsi*{ xnod(ie1+1) - xnod(ie1) ) 
msintg = 0.0 
i f ( i • eq. 1 • or. i • eq. 2 ) then 
if ( j • eq. 1 • or. j • eq. 2 ) then 
msintg= m(x)* bend(j,xsi,O)*bend(i,xsi,O) 
e 1 se i f ( j • eq. 5 ) then 
msintg= -m(x)*e(x)*sin(tw(x))*tors(j-4,xsi,O)*bend(i,xsi,O) 
else if ( j .eq. 6 .or. j .eq. 7 ) then 
msintg= m(x)*bend(j-3,xsi,O)*bend(i ,xsi,O) 
e 1 se i f ( j • eq. 1 0 ) then 
msintg= -m(x)*e(x)*sin(tw(x))*tors(j-S,xsi,O)*bend(i,xsi,O) 
end if 
e 1 se if ( i • eq. 3 • or. i • eq. 4 ) then 
i f ( j • eq. 3 • or • j • eq. 4 ) then 
msintg• m(x)* bend(j-2,xsi,O)*bend(i-2,xsi,O) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 5 ) then 
msintg= m(x)*e(x)*cos(tw(x))*tors(j-4,xsi,O)*bend(i-2,xsi,O) 
else if ( j .eq. 8 .or. j .eq. 9 ) then 
msintg• m(x)* bend(j-5,xsi,O)*bend(i-2,xsi,O) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 10 ) then 
msintg= m(x)*e(x)*cos(tw(x))*tors(j-8,xsi,O)*bend(i-2,xsi,O) 
end if 
else if ( i .eq. 5 ) then 
i f ( j • eq • 5 ) then 
msintg= mkmsq(x)* tors(j-4,xsi,O)*tors(i-4,xsi,O) 
else if ( j .eq. 6 .or. j .eq. 1 ) them 
msintg= -m(x)*e(x)*sin(tw(x))*bend(j-3,xsi,O)*tors(i-4,xsi,O) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 8 .or. j • eq. 9 ) then 
msintg• m(x)*e(x)*cos(tw(x))*bend(j-5,xsi,O)*tors(i-4,xsi,O) 
e 1 se if ( j • eq. 10 ) then 
msintg= mkmsq(x)*tors(j-8,xsi,O)*tors(i-4,xsi,O) 
end if 
e 1 se if ( i • eq. 6 • or. i • eq. 7 ) then 
if ( j .eq. 6 .or. j .eq. 7 ) then 
ms intg= m (x) *bend·.(j-3,xs i ,0) *bend (i -3,xs i ,0) 
e 1 se i f ( j • eq. 1 0 ) then 
msin~g· -m(x)*e(x)*sin(tw(x))*tors(j-S,xsi ,O)*bend(i-3,xsi,O) 
end if 
else if ( i .eq. 8 .or. i .eq. 9) then 
if ( j .eq. 8 .or. j .eq. 9 ) then 
msintg= m(x)*bend{j-5,xsi,O)*bend(i-5,xsi,O) 




else if ( i • eq. 10 ) then 





real function bend(i, x, norder) 
These are the finite element shape functions for the bending 
displacements. 
norder =0 - shape function 
norder =1 - 1st derivative 
norder =2 - 2nd derivative 
x should be between 0 and 1. 
if ( i .lt. 1 .or. i .gt. 4) then 
print*, 'Error! i is not 1,2,3, or 4 in function bend.' 
stop 
end if 
if (norder • eq. 0} then 
if {i .eq. 1 ) bend• 1.0 + x**2*(2.0*x- 3.0} 
if {i .eq. 2} bend= x*{l + x*(-2 + x)) 
if (i .eq. 3 } bend• x**2*{3.0 - 2.0*x} 
if {i .eq. 4 } bend• x**2*{-1 + x) 
else if{norder .eq. 1) then 
if {i .eq. 1 ) bend• 6.0*x*{x - 1.0} 
if {i .eq. 2 } bend= 1.0 + x*(-4.0 + 3-0*x} 
i f { i • eq • 3 ) bend• 6 • O*x * { 1 • 0 - x) 
if {i .eq. 4 ) bend= x*{3.0*x - 2.0) 
else if{norder .eq. 2} then 
if (i .eq. 1 ) bend• -6.0 + 12*x 
if (i .eq. 2 } bend= -4.0 + 6.0*x 
i f {i • eq • 3 ) bend• 6 • 0 - 1 2 • O*x 
if {i .eq. 4 ) bend= -2.0 + 6.0*x 
else 





real function tors{i, x, norder) 
These are the finite element shape functions for the torsional 
displacement. 
norder •0 - shape function 
norder •1 - 1st derivative 
norder =2 - 2nd derivative 
x should be between 0 and 1. 
if ( i .lt. 1 .or. i .gt. 2) then 
print*,'Error! is not 1 or 2 in function tors.' 
stop 
end if 
if (norder .eq. 0) then 
i f (i • eq • 1 ) tors= 
if ( i • eq. 2 ) tors• 
else if {norder • eq. 1) 
if { i • eq. 1 } tor s• 
if {i • eq. 2 ) tors= 
else if {norder .eq. 2) 
tors= 0.0 
else 











real function ka{ x ) 
parameter{mxd= 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,neb1,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /b1dat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xei1,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xee1as,xecent,xtwist 
common /b1dat3/ md,mkmsqd,ei1d,ei2d,gjd,eb1d,eb2d,kad, 
& ead,gad,ecgd,ee1asd,ecentd,twistd 
real xm{mxd) ,xmkmsq{mxd) ,xei1 {mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea{mxd), 
& xgj (mxd) , xeb 1 {mxd) , xeb2 {mxd) , xka (mxd) , xecg (mxd) , 
& xeelas(mxd} ,xga{mxd} ,xecent{mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
real md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
& gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
& eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
Locate x in the input data array for ka 
call locatx(x, xka, nka, ilow) 
Linearly interpolate for the value of ka in the data interval. 
ka = kad(ilow) + (kad(ilow+l) - kad(ilow) )* 
& ( x- xka(ilow))/( xka(ilow+l)-xka(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function ea( x) 
parameter(mxd= 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 








xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(~xd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
Locate x in the input data array for ea 
call locatx(x, xea, nea, ilow) 
Linearly interpolate for ·the value of ea in the data interval. 
ea = ead(ilow) + (ead(ilow+l) - ead(ilow) )* 
& ( x - xea ( i 1 ow)) I ( xea (i 1 ow+ 1) -xea ( i 1 ow) ) 
return 
end 
real function ga( x) 
parameter(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necen~,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 








xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) .eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gj d (mxd) , eb 1 d'(mxd) , eb2d (mxd) , kad (mxd) , ecgd (mxd) , 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
Locate x in the input data array for ga 
call locatx(x, xga, nga, ilow) 
Linearly interpolate for the value of gain the data interval. 
ga = gad(ilow) + (gad(ilow+1) - gad(ilow) )* 
& x- xga(ilow))/( xga(ilow+l)-xga(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function eelas( x) 
parameter(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 




xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 





_ocate x in the input data array for eelas 
call locatx (x, xeelas, nee las, i low) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of eelas in the data interval. 
eelas = eelasd(ilow) + (eelasd(ilow+l) - eelasd(ilow) )* 
& ( x- xeelas(ilow))/( xeelas(ilow+1)-xeelas(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function ecent( x) 
parameter(mxd= 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 




xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd),xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd),xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) , xeb 1 (mxd) , xeb2 (mxd) , xka (mxd) , xecg (mxd) , 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gj d (mxd) , eb 1 d (mxd) , eb2d (mxd) , kad (mxd) , ecgd (mxd) , 





.ocate x in the input data array for ecent 
call locatx(x, xecent, necent, ilow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of ecent in the data interval. 
ecent =- ecentd (i 1 ow) + (ecentd ( i 1 ow+ 1) - ecentd (i fow) ) * 
& ( x- xecent(ilow))/( xecent(ilow+l)-xecent(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function ecg( x) 
parameter(mxd= 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 




xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 





.ocate x in the input data array for ecg 
call locatx(x, xecg, necg, ilow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of ecg in the data interval. 
ecg • ecgd{ilow) + (ecgd(i1ow+l) - ecgd(ilow) )* 
& ( x- xecg{ilow))/( xecg(ilow+l)-xecg(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function Ell ( x) 
parameter (mxd= 30) 








xm {mxd) , xmkmsq (mxd) , xe i 1 (mxd) , xe i 2 (mxd) , xea (mxd) , 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2{mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gj d {mxd) , eb 1 d (mxd) , eb2d (mxd) , kad {mxd) , ecgd {mxd) , 





.ocate x in the input data array for Ell 
ca 11 1 oca tx (x, xe i 1 , ne i 1 , i 1 ow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of El 1 in the data interval. 
Ell • ei ld (i low) + (ei ld (i low+l) - ei ld (i low) ) * 
& ( x - xe i 1 (i 1 ow)) I ( xe i 1 ( i 1 ow+ 1) -xe i 1 ( i 1 ow) ) 
return 
end 
real function El2( x) 
parameter.(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 








xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq{mxd) ,xeil {mxd) ,xei2(mxd),xea(mxd), 
xgj {mxd) ,xebl {mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xee1as{mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md{mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd{mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
.ocate x in the input data array for El2 
ca 11 1 oca tx {x, xe i 2, ne i 2, i 1 ow) 
Linearly interpolate for the value of El2 in the data interval. 
E I 2 • e i 2d (i 1 ow) + (e i 2d (i 1 ow+ 1) - e i 2d (i 1 ow) ) * 
& x- xei2(ilow))/( xei2(ilow+l)-xei2(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function GJ( x) 
parameter(mxd= 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xei1,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 







xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xei1 (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,ei1d(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) & 
.ocate x in the input data array for GJ 
ca 11 1 oca tx (x, xgj , ngj , i 1 ow) 
.inear1y interpolate for the value of GJ in the data interval. 
GJ = gjd (i low) + (gjd (i low+1) - gjd (i low) ) * 
& ( x - xgj (i 1 ow)) I ( xgj (i 1 ow+ 1) -xgj ( i 1 ow) ) 
return 
end 
real function EBl ( x ) 
parameter (mxd• 30) 
common /bldat1/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 







xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xei1 (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xeb1 (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,ei1d(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) & 
.ocate x in the input data array for EB1 
ca 11 1 oca tx (x, xeb 1 , neb 1 , i 1 ow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of EB1 in the data interval. 
E B 1 • eb 1 d (i 1 ow) + ( eb 1 d ( i 1 ow+ 1) - eb 1 d ( i 1 ow) ) * 
& ( x - xeb 1 (i 1 ow)) I ( xeb 1 ( i 1 ow+ 1) -xeb 1 ( i 1 ow) ) 
return 
end 
real function EB2( x) 
parameter(mxd= 30) 
common /bldat1/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xee1as,xecent,xtwist 




xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 





.ocate x in the input data array for EB2 
call locatx(x, xeb2, neb2, ilow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of EB2 in the data interval. 
EB2 = eb2d(i1ow) + (eb2d(ilow+l) - eb2d(i1ow) )* 
& ( x- xeb2(ilow))/( xeb2(ilow+l)-xeb2(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
rea 1 funct.i on m ( x ) 
parameter(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,ne~ent,ntwist 
common /b1dat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 








xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,~eb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ;xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gj d (mxd) ' eb 1 d (mxd)'' eb2d (mxd) , kad (mxd) 'ecgd (mxd) ' 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
.ocate x in the input data array for m 
call locatx (x, xm, nm, i low) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of m in the data interval. 
m = md(ilow) + (md(ilow+l) - md(ilow) )* 
& ( x- xm(i low))/( xm(ilow+l)-xm(i low) ) 
return 
end 
real function mkmsq( x) 
parameter(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 








xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mKd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
.ocate x in the input data array for mkmsq 
call locatx(x, xmkmsq, nmkmsq, ilow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of mkmsq in the data interval. 
mkmsq • mkmsqd(ilow) + (mkmsqd(ilow+l) - mkmsqd(i1ow) )* 
& ( x- xmkmsq(ilow))/( xmkmsq(ilow+l)-xmkmsq(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function e( x ) 
parameter(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 








xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka(mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) 
.ocate x in the input data array for eelas 
ca 11 1 ocatx (x, xee 1 as, nee 1 as, i 1 ow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of eelas in the data interval. 
eea• eelasd(ilow) + (eelasd(ilow+l) - eelasd(ilow) )* 
& ( x- xeelas(ilow))/( xeelas(ilow+l)-xeelas(ilow) 
.ocate x in the input data array for ecg 
call locatx(x, xecg, necg, ilow) 
.inearly interpolate for the value of eelas in the data interval. 
ecga ecgd(ilow) + (ecgd(ilow+l) - ecgd(ilow) )* 
& ( x- xecg(ilow))/( xecg(ilow+l)-xecg(ilow) ) 
e• eea - ecg 
return 
end 
real function tw( x.) 
parameter(mxd• 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
co~mon /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 
common /bldat3/ md,mkmsqd,eild,ei2d,gjd,ebld,eb2d,kad, 







xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) ,xebl (mxd) ,xeb2(mxd) ,xka{mxd) ,xecg(mxd), 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist{mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild{mxd), ei2d{mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gj d (mxd) , eb 1 d {mxd) , eb2d {mxd) , kad {mxd) , ecgd (mxd) , 
ee1asd{mxd) ,gad{mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd{mxd) 
.ocate x in the input data array for twist 
call locatx{x, xtwist, ntwist, ilow) 
~inearly interpolate for the value of twist in the data interval. 
tw• tw is td { i 1 ow) + ( tw i std ( i 1 ow+ 1) - tw is td (i 1 ow) ) * 
& x- xtwist(ilow))/( xtwist(ilow+1)-xtwist(ilow) ) 
return 
end 
real function twp( x ) 
parameter(mxd= 30) 
common /bldatl/ nm,nmkmsq,neil,nei2,ngj,nebl,neb2,nka, 
& nea,nga,necg,neelas,necent,ntwist 
common /bldat2/ xm,xmkmsq,xeil,xei2,xgj,xebl,xeb2,xka, 
& xea,xga,xecg,xeelas,xecent,xtwist 







xm(mxd) ,xmkmsq(mxd) ,xeil (mxd) ,xei2(mxd) ,xea(mxd), 
xgj (mxd) , xeb 1 (mxd) , xeb2 (mxd) , xka (mxd) , xecg (mxd) , 
xeelas(mxd) ,xga(mxd) ,xecent(mxd) ,xtwist(mxd) 
md(mxd) ,mkmsqd(mxd) ,eild(mxd), ei2d(mxd) ,ead(mxd), 
gjd(mxd), ebld(mxd), eb2d(mxd) ,kad(mxd) ,ecgd(mxd), 
eelasd(mxd) ,gad(mxd) ,ecentd(mxd) ,twistd(mxd) & 
.ocate x in the input data array for twist 
call locatx(x, xtwist, ntwist, i low) 
~ssume twist is linear in the data interval. 
twp• (twistd(ilow+l) - twistd(ilow) )/ 
& ( xtwist(ilow+l)-xtwist(i1ow) ) 
return 
end 
subroutine 1ocatx(x, xnod, nnod, ilow) 
rea 1 xnod (*) 
This routine searches for the value of x in the range xnod(l) to 
Knod (nnod) and returns i 1 ow such that xnod ( i 1 ow) • 1 e. x • 1 e. xnod ( i 1 ow+ 1) 
if (x • 1 t. xnod ( 1) • or. x • gt. xnod (nnod)) then 





D imid= int ( (i 1ow+iupp) /2 ) 
if ( x • ge. xnod ( i mid) ) then 




i f ( i upp - i 1 ow • 1 t. 1) then 
print*, 'Error- iupp<• ilow in 1ocatx' 
return 
end if 
if ( i upp - i 1 ow • eq. 1) return 
go to 10 
end 
subroutine integr(func,a,b,output) 
dimension p(16) ,w(16) 
external func 
ca 11 gauss (p,w) 
output==O.O 
c==(b-a)/2. 
d== (b+a) I 2 • 
















p (8) •-0 .09501251 
p(16)• 0.98940093 
p(15)•0.94457502 










w (5) •0. 14959599 
w (6) •0. 16915652 
w (7) •0" 18260 342 
w (8) •0. 18945061 
w (16) -o .02715246 
w (15) •0 .06225352 
w(14)•0.09515851 
w 03) -o. 12462897 
w(12)•0e14959599 
w (11) •0. 16915652 
w < 1 o > -o . r8 2 6o 34 2 




dimension p(16) ,w(16) 
external func 
ca 11 gauss2 (p, w) 
output==O.O 
c= (b-a) /2. 
d=(b+a)/2. 
do 10 k== 1 , 16 
t==c*p(k)+d 
output=output+func(t)*w(k) 
' · continue 
















p ( 13) •0. 75540441 
p(12)•0.61787624 
p < 1 1 ) •O • 45 so 1 6 7 B 
p(10)•0.28160355 
p(9)•0.09501251 




w (5) •0. 14959599 
w(6)•0.16915652 
w (7) •0. 18260 342 








w (9) •0. 18945061 
return 
end 
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D.29070E+02 -0.25417E-01 ' 
Dc30000E+02 -0.25417E-Ol 




.81600E+Ol -0. 12583E+OO 
.93333E+Ol -0.12333E+OO 





x (ft) ecent - centroid axis +ve aft of pitch axis (ft) Npts 
'· 30000E-02 
'· 24600E+O 1 
I. 42000E+O 1 
1.50 100E+O 1 
!.54000E+Ol 
I. 58200E+O 1 
! • 90900E+O 1 








) • 24990E+02 
I. 30000E+02 
X (ft) 
) • 66660E+OO 
) • 38330E+O 1 
1.64170E+Ol 
>. 22500E+02 
) • 25500E+02 






















0. 1 0500E+02 
0.93000E+Ol 
0.86000E+Ol 
+ve 1 .e. up Npts 
6 
X (ft) ka (ft) - polar radius of gyration of c.s. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new time-:domain method for simulating 
cyclostationary turbulence as seen by a translating 
and rotating blade element has recently been 
developed for the case of one-dimensional spectral 
distribution. This paper extends the simulation 
method to the cases of two- and three-dimensional 
spectral distributions and presents validation 
results for the two-dimensional case. The 
statistics of an isolated rigid blade flapping 
response to turbulence are computed using a two-
dimensional spectral representation of the von 
Karman turbulence model, and the results are 
compared with those obtained using the 
conventional space·fixed turbulence analysis. The 
new turbulence simulation method is used for 
predicting the Black Hawk helicopter response 10 
atmospheric turbulence. 
INTRODUCTION 
Turbulence experienced by a helicopter 
rotor blade station can differ appreciably from that 
experienced by nonrot.ating stations such as the hub 
center (Refs. 1 and 2): this is similar 10 the wind 
turbine experience, which is well corroborated by 
tests. Because of the rotational motion of the 
blade, the sinusoids of turbulence waves that a 
translating and rotating rotor blade cuts through are 
different from the sinusoids of turbulence waves 
that a translating hub center cuts through. This 
· difference translates into basic changes in the 
stochastic structure of turbulence excitations. For 
example, the venical turbulence at the hub center is 
Presented at the 48th Annual National Forum of 
the American Helicopter Society, Washington, 
D.C., June 1992. 
stationary; most of the energy is concentrated in the 
low-frequency (say <112P or 112 per rev) region 
with rapid auenuation with increasing frequency 
(Refs. l and 2). In contrast. the turbulence as seen 
by a blade station is c:yclostationary; its frequency-
time spectrum has peaks at 1/2P, lP, 3/ZP, etc. 
(Refs. 1 and 2). Such contrast has appreciable 
bearing on vehicle response. In fact, for 
conventional helicopters (advance ratio 1J.<0.4 ), 
neglect of rotational velocity effects on turbulence 
modeling can lead to erroneous prediction of 
IW'bulence and blade response statistics (Ref. 2). 
In order to illustrate the effects of 
rotational· sampling of turbulence on helicopter 
response, we present here the response simulation 
results for the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter 
flying through a simplified two-dimensional 
vertical gust field of the Conn 
w=cssin(2n(x+y)/1) (1) 
where cs is lhe amplitude of gust waves, x and y are 
lhe coordinates of a point in the aunospheric frame, 
and A. is the wavelength. The Black Hawk 
helicopter flight simulation program (Ref. 3) was 
use.d for computing the vehicle response. Only the 
main rotor was excited by the gust in. order to 
assess the effects due to rotational sampling. Two 
different simulation cases were considered. In the 
rust case, the gust velocity at the hub center was 
computed by substituting the spatial location of the 
hub center in Eq. (1) and was assumed to be 
experienced by the entire rotor. This corresponds to 
lhe case of space-fixed sampling wherein rotational 
sampling effects are not included. In the second 
case, the gust velocities experienced by the 
individual blade elements were computed by 
substiruting their spatial locations in Eq. (1 ). This 
corresponds to the case of blade·fixed sampling 
wherein rotational sampling effects are included. In 
both the cases, the helicopter was initially uimmed 
at45 knots forward flight speed (corresponding 10 
an advance ratio of 0.1) and its response 10 the 
assumed gust field was computed for a gust 
amplitude~ a~ of S fl/sel!. The resulting normal 
acceleration of the helicopter center of gravity is 
shown in Fig. 1 for liR • 2 and 10~ where R is 
the rotor radius. It is clear from Fig. la that there is 
significant difference in the resulting response 
between the space-fixed and blade-fued sampling 
cases. The most significant feature of the blade-
fixed sampling case is the reduction in overall 
amplitude of response and the appearance of high 
frequency vibrations as compared to the space-fixed 
sampling case. These rotational sampling effects 
diminish with increasing wavelengths and advance 
ratios as is evident from Figs. 1b and 1c. Though 
overly simplified. this example illustrates the 
following: 
a) There is a significant difference in 
vehicle response between space-fiXed sampling and 
blade-fiXed sampling for an identical gust field. 
b) Rotational sampling effects diminish 
with increasing gust wavelengths and advance 
ratios. 
Little information is available on 
generating blade-fixed turbulence sample functions; 
such sample functions of cyclostationary turbulence 
are required in the rotorcraft flight-dynamics 
simulation studies in forward flight This contraSts 
with a fairly intensive coverage of transition-mattix 
methods devoted to the prediction of response 
statistics of rotorcraft idealized as linear systems; 
such methods are not applicable to non-linear 
problems typical of flight-dynamics codes. In the 
open literature. Refs. 4 and S represent some of the 
barest beginnings on generating turbulence sample 
functions for rotorcraft applications; they are based 
on shaping-filter and related approaches. not 
amenable to cyclostationary turbulence. Ref. 6 is 
another relate~ study on generating the blade-fiXed 
samp1e functions of stationary turbulence on 
horizontal axis wind turbines. A new time-domain 
method has recently been developed for generating 
sample functions of turbulence with one-
dimensional spectral representation (Ref. 7). The 
method is based on adaptation of Shinozuka's 
algorithm (Ref. 8) to the case of cyclostationary 
turbulence as seen by a translating and rotating 
blade element. 
In this paper, the simulation method 
described in Ref. 7 is fust extended to the two-
dimensional case followed by the three-dimensional 
case. Then~ numerical results are presented for 
validation of the simulation method for the two-
dimensional case. Statistics of an isolated rigid 
blade flapping response to turbulence ire computed 
and lhe result.s are compared with those obtained 
using the conventional space-rued turbulence 
analysis. Finally, simulated response of the 
Black Hawk helicopter to aunospheric turbulence 
obtained using the new turbulence simulation 
method is presented. 
SIMULATION METHOD 
In this section. the time-domain 
simulation method developed in Ref. 7 is reviewed 
first before it is extended 10 the cases of two- and 
three-dimensional spectral distributions of 
bJrbulence.. 
We follow the widely used theory of 
isotropic, homogeneous atmospheric turbulence and 
the Taylor•s frozen-field approximation (Ref. 9). 
The modeling parameters are the turbulence 
intensity, a, the turbulence scale length, L. and the 
three components ~ 1• ~2 and ~3 of the distance 
meuic vector,~ Meteorological conditions dictate 
the values of the turbulence intensity and the scale 
length. Distance metric is the vector between two 
point.s of interest on the lifting surfaces at two 
points in time in the atmospheric frame. Its 
magnitude, which is denoted by ~. is called the 
distance metric (Ref. 9). 
The most general representation comprises 
a three-dimensional turbulence field; vertical, lateral 
(side-to-side) and longitudinal (fore-to-aft) velocities 
and the distance metric that accounts for spatial 
changes in all the three directions. The present 
investigation, following earlier studies (Refs. 1-2) 
considers only the vertical turbulence velocities felt 
by a rotor in level flight, heading into the mean 
wind direction. In this case, il can be easily shown 
that the correlation between vertical turbulence 
velocities at two points in the plane of the rotor, 
R33. equals the fundamental lateral correlation, i.e .• 
(2) 
For simulation purposes, the concept of 
time lag between the hub center and a typical blade 
station in experiencing turbulence is important. To 
illustrate that concept. we use a simplified picture 
of the spatial variation of turbulence in the flight 
direction only. Compared 10 the hub, an element 
located at radius r and azimuthal angle 'f' will 
experience turbulence velocity with a time lag, &, 
given by 
(3) 
The turbulence experienced by the hub can be 
simulated easily by exciting a time-invariant filter 
driven by white noise. If the frequency response of 
such a fl.Jter is given by fhub(s). then the frequency 
response of a filter generating turbulence seen by 
the blade element, fblade(s), is 
• s r COS!f 
fblade(S) • e v fiwb(s) (4) 
We observe that e·srcos'q!N distributes turbulence 
over the rotor disk in the flight direction. 
Schematically, 
White • s r COSlfl Blade-Fixed 
-+ e v fhub(S) -+ 
Noi.c;e Twbulenc:e 
This shows that the rotational sampling effects 
increase with increasing radial distance and 
decreasing airspeed. Thus, the rotational velocity 
effects will be dominant at the blade tip for low 
airspeeds. Using Shinozuka's algorithm (Ref. 8), 
the turbulence process seen by the hub center can 
be expressed as a sum of cosine series as 
"''lade(r,t) • 'Whub<t .. ~) v (6) 
Combining Eqs. (S) and (6), we set 
N - . 
""blade(r,t) • 2 I. 1 S33(COj)A(I)cOS[(I)j(t 
i-1 
• r cosy)~·)] 
V I (7) 
The above equation in tenns of positive spatial 
frequencies WJc. and AW can be expressed as 
• r COS'ql)+~k)] 
(8) 
which gives an expression for the sample function 
for the vertical tw'bulence as seen by a rotating 
blade element. The ensemble autocorrelation, 
R(r ,t 1 ,tl), for an element of blade located at radius r 
is 
where E{.} is the expectation operator. After 
substituting for w(r,t) in the above expression and 
simplifying, we get 
·+- . 
R(r,t1,ti) = J S33((1))cos(~)dco ... 
• R33(~) (10) 
N where~ is given by 
whub(t) = 2 L Y S 33(Wi)Aco cos(COjt +4»i) 
i=l (S) ~ • V (t2 • t1) .. r (COS'q12 .. COS'ql}) (11) 
where s33((1)j) is the value of the two-sided, power 
spe.ct.ral density (corresponding to 1he correlation 
function, R33) of the stationary turbulence process 
at the temporal frequency Wi=(2i·I)&cofl, i 
=1 ,2, ... ,N. In Eq.(5), the frequency band of interest 
of the power s~ctra1 density cwve has been divided 
into almost equal subdivisions. Aoo, and CZ>i is the 
phase of the ith spe.ctral component If CZ>i is treated 
as a random variable with unifonnly distributed 
probability density between 0 and 27t, this is 
equivalent to exciting the system with a band-
limited white noise (Ref. 8). Transformation of 
Eq.(4) in time domain is 
It is convenient 10 express the distance metric in 
non-dimensional form, ~; L is the longitudinal 
turbulence scale Jength. For this, we define 
t = n (t2 + tt> 12 
t = n (t2 - t1) 
f=r/R 
11 =VI n R (12) 
where n is rotor rotational speed and azimuth 
angle w=OL Therefore, Eq. (11) can be expressed 
as s. • Jl 't + r sint sin't/2 
L lJR (13) 
Thus far, the frozen field of venical 
turbulence velocity is approximated in terms of 
one-dimensional waves, i.e., the turbulence 
velocity at a point located at (x,y ,z) in the 
aunospheric frame is a function of x alone. 1be 
corresponding spectral density is a function of 
single spatial frequency, m; i.e., it is a one-
dimensional spectrum. In reality, the correlalion is 
a function of all the three components of spatial 
separation and the corresponding spectral density is 
a function of three spatial frequencies, m, v, r. a 
three-dimensional spectrum. The simulation 
method is f1rst extended to the two-dimensional 
case followed by the three-<limensional case. 
For the case of two-dimensional speGttum, 
the expression for w(r,t). including rotational 
sampling, reduces to (Ref. 10) 
N1 N2 
w(r,t) = 2 I I .Js33(mj,vt)4m4vcos(mj ( 
j=1 k=-N2 
V t - r COS\If ) + vk ( r sinv) + -z,j.t} 
(14) 
C.Oj = (2j-l )Am/2 
Vk = (2k-1)4vl2 
The cross-correlation between two different 
elements of the same blade located at radial stations 
r1 and 12 is given by 
After substituting for w(rj.ti), i • 1,2, from Eq. 
(14) into Eq. (15). and simplifying, we get 
R(rl,ll;r2,t2) =J: J: S33(Cll,v)• 
cos(m~ 1 + v;2> dco dv (16) 
where 
~1= V (12 • lt) • (1'2 COSW2 • r1 COSV1) 
~2 = r:2 sin'V2 • r1 sin'Vl (17) 
Using circular symmetry, the right hand side of the 
equation for R(rt ,t 1 ;r2.t2) can be identified as the 
definition of the correlation function R3 3 
-corresponding to S33(m,v) (Ref. 11), 
wbele 
~ • {(V(t2·tiHJ'2COS'V2-flCOS\Ifl))2+(1'2sin'V2· 
f}Sin'l'1)2) 112 (19) 
This expression for ~ can be recognized as the 
distance metric between the two points when one 
includes variations along the longitudinal and 
lateral directions. Hence, the sample functions will 
contain the statistics corresponding to the two-
dimensional spectral distribution if a sufficiently 
Jarge nwnber of terms is used in the series given in 
Eq. (14). Similarly the ensemble autocorrelation 
can be computed by specializing Eqs. (15) through 
(19) fer the case ofrt=t'2=r. In other words, 
R(r,t1.t2) • R33({ (V(t2-t1)-r(COS\f'2 
-cos\lf1))2+r2(sinv2·sinv1>21 112) (20) 
Using Eq. (12), t.be expression for the 
dimensionless dista.nce metric in this case is 
.i = (JJ.2t2 + 4J,lt r sint sintl2 + 4r2 sin2tJ2)112 
L UR 
(21) 
For the case of three-dimensional 
spectrum. the expression for w(r,t) is given by 
. . 
Nt N2 N~ 
w(t,l) • 2 ~ ~ ;t .Js33(C0j,Vj,1Ck).6co.6VA1C 
i•l j=-N 2 k•-N3 
COI(C:Oj X + Vj 'Y + 1Ck Z+ cl»i,j,k) 
(22) 
where x, y and z represent the three components of 
the location of the blade element measured in the 
atmosphere-axis system and c.o, v, x: are the 
corresponding spatial frequencies. 
VALIDATION OF TURBULENCE 
SI~1ULATION 
We now present numerical results to 
establish the validity of the simulation method. 
Accordingly, we use the von Karman model to 
represent the turbulence process and compare 
analytical correlation results at 0.7SR blade station 
with numerically computed correlation results 
using ensemble averaging over a "Jarge number" of 
sample functions and synchronized temporal 
averaging (Ref. 12) of a single-path sample 
function of •long duration. • (The tenns in quotes 
are quantified subsequently). The synchronized 
temporal autocorrelation for a sample function 
w(r,t), whose statistics are known to be periodic 
with period T, can be obtained as (Ref.12) 
Lim N 
R(r.tt.t2) • _J_ I w(r,tt+nT)w(r,t2+nT) 
N...,..2N+lna-N 
(23) 
We present results for the two-dimensional spectral 
representations of vertical turbulence. The 
fundamental lateral correlation function for von 
Karman model, (Ref.l3). is given by 
R33(p) ..a2 ~~) pl'{KI./3(p) • ~K213(p)] 
~\3 (24) 
The corresponding two-dimensional spectral density 
function is (Ref. 13) 
S ( ) - 4o'-(aLY' (w2+v2) 33 CiJ,V - 9 
7t [ 1 +a2L 2{ w2+v2 )f 13 
(2S) 
In Eqs. (24) and (25). a= 1.339, p = 9'aL. and r. K 
<Senote gamma and modified Bessel functions of 
fractional order, respectively. The following 
parameter values are used: 
turbulence intensity( a)= S ft/sec, 
rotor radius (R) = 28 ft., 
rotor angular velocity (Q) = 27.0 rad/sec, 
advance ratio (J.I.) = 0.1, 0.4, 
turbulence scale length (1..) = 56 fL 
Sample functions are generated using l 10 positive 
frequency values for oo and v each in Eq. (14). The 
analytical corre1ation function is obtained by 
substituting for~ from Eq. (21) with f = 0.75 in 
the correlation function given by Eq. (24). \\'bile 
Fig. 2a shows perspective of the analytical 
correlation function, Fig. 2b shows the results of 
the ensemble average of the correlation over 400 
samples; each sample is of the duration of 4 rotor 
revolutions. Fig. 2c presents the same results 
obtained by synchronized temporal averaging of a 
single-path sample f'!.nction of 500 rotor-revolution 
duration. In Fig. 2, t and t represent average and 
elapsed non-dimensional time expressed in number 
of revolutions, respectively. It is seen from Fig. 2 
that. in both the ensemble and synchronized 
temporal averaging cases, all the essential features, 
such as periodicity along lhe t-axis and decay along 
the 't·axis are predicted. Figure 3.~ which is a 
section of the correlation perspective i1 i • ·o.0625 
revolution from Fig. 2, shows that the sample 
functions generated using the simulation method 
contain the coJl'CCt correlation statistics. lt also 
illustrates the overall validity of calculating 
statistics from the simulation results either by 
ensemble averaging or by synchronized temporal 
averaging. 
BLADE FLAP RESPONSE TO 
TURBULENCE 
The flapping response of a rigid, 
articulated blade to vertical turbulence can be 
calculated from the following equation: 
p• +A('f') p•+B('f') ~{a C(r.'l') w(r,t) dr 
. 2QR• Jo (26) 
wtae 
A(V) .. } ~ + II: ~Y) 
B('f') =Pi+ ·1. (J.l cosy + J.12 siny cosy) 
2 3 2 
C(r,'f') • ~ + f,1Rr sin'V (27) 
In Eqs. (26) and (27). P is napping angle. 'V is 
azimuth angle, J.l is advance ratio. w(r,t) is 
vertical turbulence velocity at radial location r and 
time t, y is Lock number of the blade, Pp is 
non .dimensional rotating nap frequency, and • 
denotes differentiation with respect to 'V· Since Eq. 
(26) is linear in p, the response due to turbulence 
can be calculated separately and superimposed on 
the normal response of the blade. 
The forcing function comprises the right 
hand side of Eq (26). Denoting the forcing function 
as F(t), then 
F(t) =~1R{r2+ 11Rr sinv) w(r,t) dr 
20R o (28) 
It is seen that the blade flap response statistics are 
dependent on the statistics of the forcing function, 
which in turn depend on the statistics of w(r,t). We 
define a new constant J as 
(29) 
and the nonnalized correlation of the forcing 
function as 
RF(tJ.b) = E(F(tt) F(b)) 
J2 (30) 
~n it can be shown that 
R. f( I }.12)•9 J: I: r(FJ.i'2 ,I p:z) • 
&{~(i't.f2·'1·'2)}itdi2 
D(r1j2,t1.t2) a (ti + IJ.fl sinnttf 
(31) 
{fi + 1li2 sinOb) (32) 
and g(~) is the fundamental lateral correlation 
function. In this study, we have used the 
fundamental lateral correlation for von Kannan 
model ofEq. (2A). 
In order to compute blade flap response 
statistics, we represent Eq. (26) in state-space form 
as 
~'V) = G('V) X('V) + H F(lf') 
cnv (33> 
where X(W) = [~ d~/d\ft] T. 
The solution of Eq.(33) can be written as 
X(lll) = r ¢1(111 ·'l'o) H F(lllo) d'l'o 
(34) 
where «<>('V ,'lf0) is the state-transition matrix. 
Defining lhe scaled autocorrelation function. Rx, 
as 
it can be shown that (Ref. 2) 
Now we present results to show the effects 
of rotational sampling and spatial disaibution of 
turbulence on blade flap response statistics. For 
this purpose, we have numerically integrated Eq. 
(35) after substituting for the values of the 
nonna1ized correlation of the forcing function 
computed using Eq. (31). We considered two cases. 
In the rust case, the expression for the distance 
metric for the individual blade elements given by 
Eq. (19) was used in Eq. (31), which corresponded 
10 the case of blade-fixed sampling. In the second 
case, the expression for the distance meaic for the 
hub center ( obtained by setting r1 =r2aO in Eq. 
(19)) was used in E.q. (31). which corresponded to 
the case of space-fixed sampling. The following 
parameter values were used in this smdy: 
Advance ratio (JJ.) a 0.1 
Blade non--dimensional flap frequency cPJV • 1.1 
Ratio of turbulence length scale 10 blade radius • 2 
Lock number (YJ a 5. 
Figures 4a and 4b describe the flap 
response correlation for the two cases of blade-fiXed 
sampling and space-ftxed sampling. respectively. 
In both the figures, the correlation functions 
exhibit periodicity along the t·axis. However, the 
variation of correlation along the 't-axis is 
significantly different between the two cases. For 
the space fixed case (Fig. 4b ), the correlation 
function decreases rapidly along the t-axis whereas 
for the blade-ftxed sampling case, peaks appear in 
the correlation values along the t-axis. The blade 
mean square flapping response is shown in Fig. 
S. After initial transients, The mean square 
response reaches a periodic steady state. The 
mean square flap responses for the two cases are 
different; both peak-to-peak magnitudes and the 
azimuthal positions where the peaks appear are 
different. Figure 6 shows the zero threshold 
exceedance of the napping response. The zero 
threshold exceedance values for the blade-fixed 
sampling case are significantly higher than those 
for the space-fued sampling case. 
VEHICLE NORMAL ACCELERATION 
RESPONSE TO TURBULENCE 
The effects due 10 rotational sampling as 
well as spatial distribution or turbulence velocities 
along the blade radius were evaluated by using 
turbulence samples generated by the new method 
in the Black Hawk helicopter flight dynamics 
simulation program (Ref. 3). The vehicle was 
initially trimmed a1 an advance ratio of 0.1 and the 
main rotor was subjected 10 a two-dimensional 
vertical turbulence velocity distribution given by 
von Karman model with an intensity of S filsec, and 
UR of 2. The nonna1 acceleration response results 
are shown in Fig. 7 for the blade-rued and space· 
fixed sampling cases. It is seen from Fig. 7 that for 
the space-fixed sampling, the nonna1 acceleration 
response is essentially of low frequency. However, 
for the blade-fixed sampling case, the low 
frequency response is attenuated and it is replaced 
by low-amplitude high frequency response. These 
resuJts are in qualitative agreement with the 
findings from the simplified deterministic gust 
example iJJustrated in the beginning of the paper. 
Though not shown, the body pitch rate and roll rate 
responses exhibit similar characteristics. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A method for simulating atmospheric 
turbulence sample functions suitable for rotorcraft · 
applications is presented. It is numerically shown 
that the method takes into account appropriate 
second-order statistics or turbulence as seen by a 
translating and rotating blade. Both the blade flap 
response as well as the vehicle response to 
turbulence are found to be significantly different. 
when one includes the effects due to rotational 
sampling and spatial dislribution of turbulence 
velocities along the blade radius, as compared to 
those obtained using the conventional space-rued 
turbulence analysis. 
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Figure 2. Correlation Function of Two-Dimensional Vertical Turbulence. 
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Figure 3. Cut Section of Figure 2 at t = 0.0625 rev. 
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__ Blade-Fixed Sampling. --- Space-Fixed Sampling. 
Figure 7. Simulated Response of Helicopter to Two-Dimensional Turbu1ence. 
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.AS BDBlUlDICBD BY ~ BL&DU or lt.O~. 
DBVBLOPBD BY : J.UISBIU) JaA.Z 
SCHOOL or ABR.OSP.ICB DQDIB:I:Rl:RQ 




















































Conatant uaed in the two-d±manaional spectral denaity 
fUnction. 
'.rime increment ( .. c). 
Diatance between radial atationa (ft). 
:Increment in lonqitud.inal apatial frequency (rad./ft). 
:Increment in lateral apatial frequency (raa/ft) . 
Control Variablea. 
Uaea to initialize the random aambar generator routine. 
Set to any neqati v. value. 
Humber of rotor bladea. 
Humber of frequency ~ta. cs- DUIIIber of incr•-
~ta hav. been uaea in the lonqitud.inal ana lateral 
d.irectiona) • 
Ha1n rotor rotational apeec:l (raa/ .. c) • 
llumber of eqaidiatant atationa on the blacle at which 
the turbulence v.locity :La clea:Lrea. 
::tn:Ltial az:l.math&l anqle o~ the blade. (:In thia prograa 
the leadinq blacle baa zero initial anqle) • 
Rad.iua of a blade. 
'!vo-~ional po .. r spectral d.enaity f'unct:l.on. 
~lence intenaity (ft/aec). 
'!urbalence acale lenqth (~t) • 
!rime (aec). 
'!urbalenoa v.locity (ft/aec). 
Longitud.inal apatial ~reqaency (raa/ft) • 
blativ. v.locity of the main rotor vrt the wind. (A 
head-wind :La aa~) • 





~ z, mOM, J 1 lt, L, •~ PI ROM 
PARAMB2ER(RQM.220,RUM1•110) 
RUL PBU1Ut.li(2*ROM,R'DM) ,W(R'DM) ,U(R'DM) ,S(ROM,R'DM) ,'!(200) 
REAL PSJ:ZBRO(B) I R(lOO), A, PJ:, ~(100,100) 
REAL X, '!', XBU., DAR. 
C Open filea to atore the value• of radially-diatributea turbulence 
C veloc:Ltiea v.raua time, • .g., ~102 .00'! :La uaed for the firat blacle 







c Prograa Set-up 
c 
c Obtain value a for mOM and. SL. 
~(*,*)ISL- I 
READ (*, *) SL 
WRJ:D (*, *) 1 mOM - 1 
READ (*, *) mOM 
PJ: • 3.1416 
A • 1.339 
DBL'! • 0.1 
lli.DIUS • 28.0 
R 2 
OMEGA=- 27 : 0 
p - 2 
S:IGMA= 5.0 
C SL 56.0 
v - 40.0 
-l 


















































































SPBCIIDI • 0. 02 
DBLU • (4000.0*(A*SL)**(-2.0/3.0)/(9.0*P%))**(3.0/8.0)/ 
a n.ou (R'UIIl.) 
DBLU • DBLU/(2.00)**(%R2(LOG10(SL))-l) 
c 




DBLW • DBLU 
c 
DBLR • RADXUS/rLOU(P) 
c 
C Calculate spectral dena~tr at 4~~~ereat ~reqaanc~ea; an4 qenerate 




DO I • l,lfUM2 
W(I) • 0.00 +(~(X)-0.5)*DBLW 
DO J • 1, 1I1JM2 
U(J) • 0.00 + (~(J)-0.5)*DBLU 
S (I, J) • 4 .O*SII:iaa**2* (A*SL) **4/ (9.00*PI) 




DO I • 1, 2*11UM2 
DO J • 1, HtJII2 
Plli.SRU (I, J) • 2. OO*PI*RHQl (IDUH) 
DDDO 
DDDO 
c Qenerate tuzbaleace for H bladea. 
c 
DO I • l,H 
PSIZBRO(I) • 2.0*PI*FLOI2(I-l)~(H) 
c 
C at apec~fie4 intervala, 
c 
DO It • 1,100 
~(It) • IL0&2(K-1)*DBL~ 
c 





DO J • 1,P+1 
R(J) • IL0&2(J-1)*DBLR 
~(J,K) • 0.00 
X • V*~(K)-R(J)*COS(OMBQA*~(K)+PSIZBRO(I)) 
Y • R(J)*SIH(~*~(K) .. SIZBRO(I)) 
DO L • 1, 2*111D12 
D (L .LB. H'OM2)m:D' 
L1 • RUM2 - L + 1 
W1 • W(Ll) 
DDD 
Ll • 2*RUM2 - L + 1 
W1 •. -W(Ll) 
DO II • 1, H'OM2 
Ill • H'OM2 - II + 1 
Ul • U(BUII) 
~(J,K) • ~(J,lt) + 2.00*SQ'R.~(S(L1,111)*DBLW*DBLU) 





C Write reaulta. 
c 
DO It • 1,100 
Ir(I .KQ. l)WRI~(l0,80)T(lt), (~(J,lt),J•l,P+l) 
Ir(I .KQ. 2)WRI~(ll,80)~(1t), (TURB(J,lt),J•1,P+l) 
Ir(I .KQ. 3)WR~(l2,80)~(1t), (TURB(J,lt),J•l,P+l) 
IF(I .EQ. 4)WRI~(13,80)~(1t), (TORB(J,lt),J•l,P+l) 
80 FORM1~(11F6.2) 
ERDDO 


















1 '71 C :&'UR~IOH DG:1 (m'OM) 
1'72 c 
1 '73 C DIS I'UH~IOII RB'l"'RBS A. 'ORIJ'ORM llUIDOM Dll'VDD BB~ 
1'74 C ZDO DD ORB USDIQ !riJB SYSDH SlJPPLDD ~DIB RDI(ISBBD). 
1 '75 C SB'l' mUM '1'0 .lilY HBGI.UIVB VALUB '1'0 DII'l'DLIZB Oil 
1 '7 6 C DDII'l'DLIZB !riJB ROU'l'INB • !riJB REI'DlDtCB I'Oil 'IBIS R.OU'l'INB 
1 '7'7 C IS 1101£R.IC:U. DCIPBS BY PUSS, FLAlOIBltY, DUKOLSK.Y, DD 
1'78 C VK'l'~DIG:. 
1'79 c 
180 I"'RC'l'IOH IUfG:1 (m'OM) 
181 c 
182 DXMBBSIOR V(9'7) 
183 D~A. XF.F /0/ 
184 c 
185 II' (mUM .L'l'. 0 .OR.. IF~' .BQ. 0) 'mEN' 
186 Irr - 1 
18'7 ISBBD • DS (mUM) 
188 mUM • 1 
189 DO 11 I•1,9'7 
190 DUM • llUT(ISBBD) 
191 11 COH'l'DIUB 
192 DO 12 I•1,9'7 
193 V(I) • llUT(ISBBD) 
194 12 COlftDIUB 
195 Y • llUT(ISBBD) 
196 EHDII' 
19'7 c 
198 J • 1 + Dl'l'(9'7.0000*Y) 
199 II' (J .G:'l'. 9'7 .OR.. J .L'l'. 1) S'l'OP 
200 Y • V(J) 
201 RHG:1 • Y 
202 V(J) • llUT (ISBBD) 
203 c 
204 RB'l"'RB 
20S BRD 
206 c 
20'7 C***************************************************************** 
208 C***************************************************************** 
209 
